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Abstract. This paper describes a method to treat contextual equiva-
lence in polymorphically typed lambda-calculi, and also how to transfer
equivalences from the untyped versions of lambda-calculi to their typed
variant, where our speciﬁc calculus has letrec, recursive types and is non-
deterministic. An addition of a type label to every subexpression is all
that is needed, together with some natural constraints for the consistency
of the type labels and well-scopedness of expressions. One result is that
an elementary but typed notion of program transformation is obtained
and that untyped contextual equivalences also hold in the typed calculus
as long as the expressions are well-typed. In order to have a nice inter-
action between reduction and typing, some reduction rules have to be
accompanied with a type modiﬁcation by generalizing or instantiating
types.
1 Introduction
The semantics of programming languages based on syntax and operational se-
mantics using Morris’ style contextual equivalence is a successful approach to
program semantics for a wide variety of program calculi and programming con-
cepts, including lambda-calculi, deterministic and non-deterministic constructs,
lazy as well as strict functional programming languages, languages with muta-
ble storage, and process calculi. The use of parametric polymorphic types in
programming languages is popular and used in several modern programming
languages, where among the advantages are that the type system is rather ex-
pressive and that static type-checking (Hindley-Milner type-checking) is possible2 M. Schmidt-Schauß and D. Sabel and Frederik Harwath
and is eﬃcient in all practical cases. If it comes to modeling languages and to in-
vestigate semantic issues, in particular correctness of program transformations,
then the picture changes: Generally, investigations on contextual semantics try
to cut down the complexity of the analysis by a restriction to untyped or very
weakly typed calculi or core programming languages. There are some exceptions,
like e.g. an investigation on simply-typed PCF [Gor99], a monomorphically typed
fragment of ML and a nondeterministic extension of it [Las98], a simply-typed
calculus [Pit02], an F2-polymorphic calculus [Pit00] and also [VJ07,SP07,LL08].
However, those results cannot be used to argue for a smooth relationship be-
tween polymorphically typed calculi (in particular non-deterministic ones with
letrec and recursive types) and their untyped variants w.r.t. contextual equiv-
alence, nor for an intuitive notion of program transformation. The calculi in
[Pit00,VJ07,SP07] change the termination behavior w.r.t. their untyped vari-
ants, and in particular, it is not clear how to extend the methods to letrec-calculi
that also comprise various forms of non-determinism. However, these approaches
using logical relations do not give an immediate insight into polymorphically
typed contextual equivalence nor into the relationship between the contextual
equivalence of typed and untyped versions of calculi.
An example for the inherent problems is the program transformation
if x then x else x → x, which is restricted to the type Bool before the
transformation and unrestricted after the transformation.
Our overall goal is to investigate contextual equivalence for polymorphic and
extended, non-deterministic program calculi such that the results and methods
can be transferred to polymorphically typed programming languages.
One principle of adding polymorphic types is the following: Typed terms, typed
WHNFs, typed contexts, and typed normal-order reductions should be terms,
WHNFs, contexts, and normal-order reductions after omitting the types. For
normal-order reductions, the stronger requirement is that given two typed terms
s,t, then s → t is a typed normal-order reduction iﬀ it is an untyped normal-order
reduction. We show that a nice consequence will be that untyped contextual
equalities s ∼ t between expressions s,t of equal type also hold using the typed
calculi (under well-scopedness restrictions), since there are only fewer contexts.
There are several main approaches to add typing: (i) The Church-style that adds
type-labels to every object of the language, (ii) the derivation-style, where no
type-labels are necessary, and the types are computed w.r.t. type-environments
for free variables; and (iii) the Curry-style, where types are part of the syntax
and reduction rules also deal with types. The inclusion of types into the syntax
and reduction rules, like in system F, severely changes the operational properties,
e.g. termination properties of expressions are diﬀerent from the untyped version,
so we only investigate the other approaches.
We add a polymorphic type system using labels to the calculus of [SSS08,Sab08],
which is a lambda-calculus extended with letrec, case, constructors, seq, and
with McCarthy’s non-deterministic primitive amb. Our calculus embodies let-
polymorphism, i.e. we use forall-types for let-bound variables, and we permit
instance types at occurrences of the variables. This gives enough ﬂexibility duringContextual Equivalence, Letrec and Parametric Polymorphic Typing 3
reduction to show that reduction does not lead to type errors. The typing of the
letrec-construct and its interaction with the reduction rules enforces a dynamic,
but obvious, generalization of the forall-types, which also solves the confusing
problem that (llet-e)-reductions may violate the type-scope. Our method to add
type labels also has the potential to simplify the type treatment in the core
languages of compilers of functional programming languages.
The main results of this paper are: (i) the construction of a polymorphic type sys-
tem for a lambda-calculus with letrec, case, constructors and non-deterministic
primitive amb which uses type labels ﬁxing the type of all subexpressions such
that also dynamic type are prevented. (ii) We show a natural relationship be-
tween typed and untyped may- and must-convergence, where we use the trans-
lation method [SSNSS08], to lift all equivalences of the untyped calculus (see
[SSS08,Sab08]) to the typed version. We also show that there are some addi-
tional correct program transformations that depend on the types of expressions
and which do not make sense without types. The reasoning requires a context-
lemma, which also holds for our typed calculus. Thus we demonstrate that all
problems of introducing polymorphic typing to an untyped program calculus can
be overcome without sacriﬁcing generality.
Outline First we deﬁne the language, then describe a derivation-style polymor-
phic type system for the unlabeled language. After describing the consistency
rules for the type-labeling we introduce the small-step operational semantics of
the language and show that the reductions keeps typing. Then we deﬁne contex-
tual equivalence and transfer a set of program transformations from the untyped
setting in the typed calculus. Finally, we prove that a type dependent program
transformation preserves contextual equivalence.
2 Syntax of the Polymorphic Typed Lambda Calculus
We describe the polymorphically typed language LPLC, a polymorphically typed
variant of the calculus in [Sab08,SSS08], which employs cyclic sharing using a
letrec [AK97].
Syntax of Expressions We assume that there are type-constructors K given
with their respective arity, denoted ar(K), similar as Haskell-style data- and
type constructors (see [Pey03]). We assume that the type constructors Bool and
[·] for lists are already deﬁned.
For every type-constructor K, there is a set DK 6= ∅ of data constructors, such
that K1 6= K2 =⇒ DK1∩DK2 = ∅. Every (data) constructor comes with a ﬁxed
arity. We assume that the 0-ary constructors True, False for type constructor
Bool, and the 0-ary constructor Nil and the inﬁx binary constructor “:” for lists
with type constructor [·] are among the constructors.
The syntax of LPLC-expressions is as follows, where E means expressions, c,ci
are data constructors, and Alt is a case-alternative:4 M. Schmidt-Schauß and D. Sabel and Frederik Harwath
E ::=V | (E E) | λV.E | (amb E E) | (seq E E)
| (letrec V1 = E1,...,Vn = En in E) | (ci E1 ...Ear(ci))
| (caseK E of Alt1 ...Alt|DK|)
Alti ::=((ci V1 ...Var(ci))->E)
Note that data constructors can only be used with all their arguments present:
partial applications are disallowed. We assume that there is a caseK for every
type constructor K. The caseK-construct is assumed to have a case-alternative
((ci x1 ...xar(ci))->e) for every constructor ci ∈ DK, where the variables in a
pattern have to be distinct. The scoping rules in expressions are as usual, where
letrec is recursive, and hence the scope of xi in (letrec x1 = s1,...,xn =
sn in t) is the terms s1,...,sn and t. We use FV(t) to denote the set of free
variables in t. The sequence of the bindings in the letrec-environment may be
interchanged. We assume that expressions satisfy the distinct variable convention
before reduction is applied, which can be achieved by a renaming of bound
variables.
We assume that every subexpression and every pattern of LPLC has a type label,
which will be explained and discussed later.
Syntax of Types Types T without quantiﬁer in the polymorphic extended
lambda-calculus have the following syntax.
T ::= X | (T → T) | (K T1 ...Tar(K))
The symbols X,Xi are type variables, T,Ti are types, and K is a type con-
structor. We use the usual conventions for bracketing of function types, i.e.
T1 → T2 → T3 means T1 → (T2 → T3). We also may add a quantiﬁer at the top
of types: ∀X1,...,Xn.T, where Xi are type variables. The sequence of variables
in the quantiﬁer does not play any role, so we may also use ∀X.T, where X is a
set of type variables, and T a quantiﬁer-free type. The set of free type variables
in a type T, perhaps quantiﬁed, is denoted as FTV (T). Additionally we require
the notion of contexts C, which are like expressions with the diﬀerence that there
exists a single occurrence of a constant (the hole [·]) at a subterm position, that
is also labeled with a type, written C[· :: T].
Example 2.1. The polymorphic type of the identity λx.x is ∀a.a → a. The type of
the function composition λf,g,x.f (g x) is ∀a,b,c.(b → c) → (a → b) → a → c.
Types of Data Constructors Let K be a type constructor with constructors
DK. Then the type of every constructor cK,i ∈ DK must be of the form
∀X1,...,Xar(K).TK,i,1 → ... → TK,i,mi → K X1 ...Xar(K),
where mi = ar(cK,i), X1,...,Xar(K) are distinct type variables, and only Xi
occur as free type variables in TK,i,1,...,TK,i,mi. The function typeOf will be
used to give the type of data constructors.Contextual Equivalence, Letrec and Parametric Polymorphic Typing 5
3 Derivation System for Types
In ﬁgure 1 a derivation system for polymorphic types of expressions (ignoring
the type labels) is deﬁned, where the explicit typing of variables is placed into a
type environment, i.e. variables have no built-in type for this derivation system.
An environment Γ is a mapping from variables to types, where Dom(Γ) is the
set of variables that are mapped by Γ. The notation Γ,x :: T means a new
environment where x 6∈ Dom(Γ). If the type may have a quantiﬁer-preﬁx, then
this is written explicitly. The only places where quantiﬁers are necessary, are the
bindings in a letrec. Typing the constructs (amb s t) and (seq s t) is omitted,
since it is the same as for an application, where the types of the constants are
amb :: ∀a : a → a → a and seq :: ∀a,b.a → b → b.
(Var) Γ,{x :: S} ` x :: S
(App)
Γ ` s :: S1 → S2 Γ ` t :: S1
Γ ` (s t) :: S2
(Abs)
Γ,x :: S1 ` s :: S2
Γ ` (λx.s) :: S1 → S2
(Cons)
Γ ` s1 :: S1 ;...;Γ ` sn :: Sn
Γ,y :: typeOf (c) ` (y s1 ...sn) :: T
Γ ` (c s1 ...sn) :: T
if ar(c) = n
(Case)
Γ ` s :: K S1 ...Sm
Γ,x1,1 :: T1,1,...x1,n1 :: T1,n1 ` t1 :: T
Γ,x1,1 :: T1,1,...x1,n1 :: T1,n1 ` (c1 x1,1 ...x1,n1) :: K S1 ...Sm
... ...
Γ,xk,1 :: Tk,1,...xk,nk :: Tk,nk ` tk :: T
Γ,xk,1 :: Tk,1,...xk,nk :: Tk,nk ` (ck x1,1 ...x1,n1) :: K S1 ...Sm
Γ ` (caseK s of ((c1 x1,1 ...x1,n1)->t1)...) :: T
(Letrec)
Γ,x1 :: ∀X1.T1,...,xn : ∀Xn.Tn ` t1 :: ∀X1.T1
... ...
Γ,x1 :: ∀X1.T1,...,xn : ∀Xn.Tn ` tn :: ∀Xn.Tn
Γ,x1 :: ∀X1.T1,...,xn : ∀X1.Tn ` t :: R
Γ ` (letrec x1 = t1,...,xn = tn in t) :: R
(Generalize)
Γ ` t :: T
Γ ` t :: ∀X.T
if X = FTV (T) \ Y
where Y =
S
x∈FV(t)
{FTV (S) | (x :: S) ∈ Γ}
(Instance) Γ,t :: ∀X.S1 ` t :: S2 if ρ(S1) = S2 with Dom(ρ) ⊆ X
Fig.1. The type-derivation rules
Using the rules of the derivation system, a standard polymorphic type system
can be implemented that computes types as greatest ﬁxpoints using iterative
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pression, however, typability is undecidable, since the semi-uniﬁcation problem
[KTU93] can be encoded. Stopping the iteration, like in Milner’s type system,
leads to a decidable, but incomplete type system.
A (type-)substitution ρ substitutes types for type variables, where we deﬁne
Dom(ρ) to be the set of type variables X with ρ(X) 6= X, Cod(ρ) = {ρ(x) | x ∈
Dom(ρ)} and VCod(ρ) :=
S
X∈Dom(ρ) FTV (ρ(X)). We say ∀Y.T 0 is an instance
of a type ∀X.T, denoted as ∀Y.T 0 ¹ ∀X.T, iﬀ there is a substitution σ with
Dom(σ) ⊆ X, σT = T0 and Y ⊆ VCod(σ) \ FTV (∀X.T). The latter condition
prevents a variable capture. We also allow the notion of instance, if before and/or
after the substitution, the bound variables are renamed, where capture of type
variables is disallowed.
Example 3.1. Let T be the type ∀a,b.a → b. Then Int → Int is an instance
of T, as well as ∀a.a → Int, where the latter has a variable name in common
with T. A slightly more complex case is that ∀a.[a] → Int → c is an instance of
∀a,b.a → b → c; note that c is a free type variable in this case.
4 Type Consistency Rules in the Parametric Polymorphic
Lambda Calculus
In this section we will detail the assumptions on the Church-style polymorphic
type system that ﬁxes the type also of subexpressions. We will deﬁne consistency
rules that ensure that the labeling of the subexpressions is not contradictory.
We assume that for every type T, including quantiﬁed types and types containing
free type variables, there is an inﬁnite set VT of variables of this type. If x ∈ VT,
then T is called the built-in type of the variable x. This means that renamings
of bound variables now have to keep exactly the type. We also add a scoping
for type variables within expressions, using the convention that the ∀-quantiﬁer
binds the free type-variables of the types of labeled subexpressions.
Quantiﬁers are only permitted at x,t of letrec-bindings x = t, or at the top
term. These positions are called let-positions, the other positions are called non-
let-positions.
Example 4.1. This example shows a type-labeled expression. The type of the
composition is (.) :: ∀a,b,c.(b → c) → (a → b) → a → c. A type labeling (the
types of some variables are not repeated) for the composition may be:
(λf :: (b → c).(λg :: (a → b).
(λx :: a.(f (g x) :: b) :: c) :: (a → c)) :: ((a → b) → a → c))
:: ∀a,b,c.(b → c) → (a → b) → a → c
An illustration is as follows:
λ
uukkkkkkkkk
'' N N N N N N N N :: ∀a,b,c.(b → c) → (a → b) → a → c
f :: b → c λ
wwoooooo
## G G G G G G :: (a → b) → a → c
g :: a → b ...Contextual Equivalence, Letrec and Parametric Polymorphic Typing 7
The set FTFV(t) of all free type variables of free occurrences of variables is
deﬁned as FTFV(t) := FTFV ∅(t), where FTFV W computes the free type vari-
ables of free (term) variables excluding a set of free variables W (which is usually
a set of let-bound variables) as follows:
FTTV(t,x) := {a | a ∈ FTV (S),(x :: S) is a free occurrence of x in t}
FTFV W(t) :=
S
x∈FV(t)\W
FTTV(t,x)
Our Scoping Assumptions are as follows. For bound type variables, we assume
that they are all distinct and also distinct from all free type-variables. An expres-
sion t is called well-scoped, ws(t), iﬀ for every subexpression s :: ∀X.T, we have
X ∩FTFV(s) = ∅. This condition prevents unwanted capture of type variables.
Note that the derivation system in ﬁgure 1 satisﬁes the well-scoped condition.
For a type judgment or labeled subexpression t :: T we can compute a corre-
sponding maximally quantiﬁed type w.r.t. a set W of variables as
GenTypeW(t,T) ::= ∀X.T, where X := FTV (T) \ FTFV W(t).
For convenience we deﬁne GenType(t,T) := GenType∅(t,T) for the maximally
quantiﬁed type of t :: T w.r.t. the empty set.
The computation of the maximally quantiﬁed type is justiﬁed by the gen-
eralization rule of the type derivation system. Below we use the condition
T ¹ GenTypeW(s,S) in letrec-expressions, which means that a type label ﬁrst
has to be generalized to a maximum using quantiﬁers, and then an instance T
is used.
Type-Constraints: The type-label S of a variable x ∈ VT must be an in-
stance of the built-in type T of x. Lambda-bound variables and variables in
case-patterns must have a quantiﬁer-free (but not necessarily ground) type which
must be its built-in type. Let-bound variables have their built-in type as type-
label at the let-positions (which may be quantiﬁed) and on non-let positions the
type-label must be a quantiﬁer-free instance of the built-in type.
We also assume that constants and constructors have a type-label S . The label
S of a constructor c must be an instance of the predeﬁned type of c, i.e. for
constructor occurrences c :: S, the constraint S ¹ typeOf (c) must hold. Similarly
for amband seq which are of the types ∀a.a → a → a or ∀a,b.a → b → b,
respectively.
The (non-let)-type of an expression can be computed by the function nltype
deﬁned in ﬁgure 2 based on the types of the subexpressions. For non-let-positions,
the constraint is that the type-label must be identical to the computed type by
nltype.
In the typing of a case-expression caseK s :: S of (pat1 ->t1)...(patn ->tn),
the types of s and the patterns (which are typed like constructor expressions)
must be identical; also the types of the subexpressions ti must be identical.8 M. Schmidt-Schauß and D. Sabel and Frederik Harwath
Application
(s :: S1 → S2 t :: S1) 7→ S2
Constructor expressions
(c :: (S1 → ... → Sn → S) s1 :: S1 ...sn :: Sn) 7→ S
Abstractions
(λx :: S1.s :: S2) 7→ S1 → S2
Case-expression
(caseK s :: S of ((cK,1 x1,1 ...x1,n1) :: S ->ti :: T)
...
((cK,m xm,1 ...xm,nm) :: S ->tm :: T))
9
=
;
7→ T
Let-expression
(letrec x1 :: S1 = t1 :: T1,...,xn :: Sn = tn :: Tn in t :: S) 7→ S
Fig.2. Computation of nltype
The constraint for the permitted types of the bindings in a let-expression is a
bit more complex. In the expression
(letrec x1 :: S1 = t1 :: T1,...,xn :: Sn = tn :: Tn in t),
let Ai = nltype(ti) for i = 1,...,n. Then the constraints Si ¹ Ti,i = 1,...,n
and Ai ¹ Ti ¹ GenType{x1,...,xn}(ti,Ai), i = 1,...,n must be satisﬁed.
For the top-expression we can assume that the most general type is used.
Deﬁnition 4.2. If an expression t :: T satisﬁes all the type constraints above,
then we call the type labeling admissible, and the expression t :: T well-typed.
Example 4.3. The expression letrec id = λx.x in (id True,id Nil) is well-
typed, where the types are as follows: id :: ∀a.a → a. The two occurrences of
id are diﬀerently typed as Bool → Bool and [Bool] → [Bool]. A variant of this
example is letrec id = λx.x,y = id in (id True,y Nil), where y :: ∀b.[b] → [b]
at the let-position and y :: [c] → [c] at the other occurrence.
A non-well-scoped expression is (letrec y = ((x :: a) y) :: ∀a.a in y), since x is
free, but its type variable is bound.
Example 4.4. The expression (letrec x = x in (x x)) can be type-labeled
as follows: (letrec x :: (∀a.a) = x in (x :: Bool → Bool x :: Bool)). The
type of the whole expression is Bool. Note that the two occurrences of x in the
expression (x x) must be labeled diﬀerently.
From a typing point of view, the derivation system and the type-labeling are
equivalent mechanisms.
5 Small-Step Operational Semantics of LPLC
A reduction step consists of two operations: ﬁrst ﬁnding the normal-order re-
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(s t)
sub∨top → (s
sub t)
vis
(letrec Env in t)
top → (letrec Env in t
sub)
vis
(letrec x = s,Env in C[x
sub]) → (letrec x = s
sub,Env in C[x
vis])
(letrec x = s,y = C[x
sub],Env in r) → (letrec x = s
sub,y = C[x
vis],Env in r),
if C[x] 6= x
(amb s t)
sub∨top → (amb s
sub t)
vis (non-deterministically)
(amb s t)
sub∨top → (amb s t
sub)
vis (non-deterministically)
(seq s t)
sub∨top → (seq s
sub t)
vis
(case s of alts)
sub∨top → (case s
sub of alts)
vis
sub ∨ top means label sub or top.
Fig.3. Searching the normal-order redex using labels
sub,top,vis, where top means the top-expression, sub means a subterm reduc-
tion, and vis means visited. For an expression s the shifting algorithm, which is
speciﬁed in ﬁgure 3, starts with stop and uses the given rules exhaustively. It fails,
if a loop is detected, which happens if a to-be-labeled position is already labeled
vis, and otherwise, if no more rules are applicable, it succeeds. If we apply the
labeling algorithm to contexts, then the contexts where the hole will be labeled
with sub, top or vis are called the reduction contexts.
Normal-order reduction rules are deﬁned in ﬁgure 4, without mentioning types,
where we assume that a non-failing execution of the nondeterministic label-
ing algorithm was used before. If all possible executions fail, then no normal-
order reduction is applicable. In ﬁgure 4, a cv-expression is an expression of the
form (c x1 ...xn) where c is a constructor and xi are variables. A value is an
abstraction or a constructor-expression (c t1 ...tn). Normal-order reduction is
non-deterministic due to the amb. Note that evaluation should be fair to imple-
ment the desired behavior of the amb-operator. Nevertheless, for our equational
theory based on may- and must-convergence we can omit fairness, since our must-
convergence has some kind of fairness built-in (see [CHS05,RV07,SSS08,Sab08]).
The inheritance of the typing to the result is standard in most cases. The rules
where the typing is not standard will be discussed in the next subsection.
A weak head normal form (WHNF) is a value v or an expression
(letrec Env in v), where v is a value.
Note that there may be closed and stuck expressions that are not WHNFs like
(letrec x = seq x x in x); these terms are contextually equivalent to non-
terminating expressions (of the same type).
5.1 Reduction and Types
We have to show that all (normal-order) reductions keep the type of the ex-
pression (or generalize it), which will show that well-typed terms do not lead
to a dynamic type error. We will explain the interaction of the rules with the
type system, where the rule (llet-e) may generalize and (cp) may instantiate
types during reduction. The type of the redex does not change, and the binding
structure of types remains intact, i.e. expressions remain well-scoped.10 M. Schmidt-Schauß and D. Sabel and Frederik Harwath
(lbeta) C[((λx.s)
sub r)] → C[(letrec x = r in s)]
(cp-in) (letrec x = v
sub,Env in C[x
vis]) → (letrec x = v,Env in C[v])
where v is an abstraction, a variable or a cv-expression
(cp-e) (letrec x = v
sub,y = C[x
vis],Env in r)
→ (letrec x = v,y = C[v],Env in r)
where v is an abstraction, a variable or a cv-expression
(abs) (letrec x = (c t1 ...tn)
sub,Env in r) →
letrec x = (letrec x1 = t1,...,xn = tn in (c x1 ...xn)),
Env in r
if (c t1 ...tn) is not a cv-expression, where xi are fresh let-variables
(case) C[(case (c t1 ...tn)
sub of ...((c y1 ...yn)->s)...)]
→ C[(letrec y1 = t1,...,yn = tn in s)]
(case) C[(case c
sub of ...(c->s)...)] → C[s]
(seq) C[(seq v
sub t)] → C[t] if v is a value
(ambl) C[(amb v
sub s)] → C[v] if v is a value
(ambr) C[(amb s v
sub)] → C[v] if v is a value
(llet-e) (letrec Env1,x = (letrec Env2 in s)
sub in t)
→ (letrec Env1,Env2,x = s in t)
(llet-in) (letrec Env1 in (letrec Env2 in s)
sub) → (letrec Env1,Env2 in s)
(lapp) C[((letrec Env in s)
sub t)] → C[((letrec Env in (s t))]
(lseq) C[(seq (letrec Env in s)
sub t)] → C[(letrec Env in (seq s t))]
(lambl) C[(amb (letrec Env in s)
sub t)] → C[(letrec Env in (amb s t))]
(lambr) C[(amb s (letrec Env in t)
sub)] → C[(letrec Env in (amb s t))]
(lcase) C[(case (letrec Env in t)
sub of alts)]
→ C[(letrec Env in (case t of alts))]
Fig.4. Normal-order rules
Example 5.1. The expression
t := letrec x = (letrec y = λu.u in λz.amb (y z) z) :: (∀a.a → a)
in x True : (x Nil : Nil)
requires a generalization after (llet-e): The type labels are as follows y = λu.u
and λz.amb (y z) z have type a → a; the type of u and z is a. Using a (llet-e)-rule
results in (letrec x = λz.(amb (y z) z),y = λu.u in x True : (x Nil : Nil)).
Now it would be incorrect to use x :: ∀a.a → a, and y :: a, since then the scoping
is violated. It is also not correct to simply omit the quantiﬁer, since then the
two applications of x in the in-term cannot be correctly typed. The correct
type-modiﬁcation (as in Deﬁnition 5.2) is to distribute the ∀-quantiﬁer to the
bindings, making the diﬀerent occurrences of the type variable a independent.
The new types are: y :: ∀b.b → b, λu.u has to be type-renamed to λu0.u0 with
u0 :: b and y in λz.(amb (y z) z) is labeled with type a → a. The consistency
constraints are satisﬁed after the reduction.Contextual Equivalence, Letrec and Parametric Polymorphic Typing 11
Deﬁnition 5.2 (Quantiﬁer Distribution). For the rule (llet-e) we have to
deﬁne how the types are modiﬁed (i.e. generalized). The (llet-e) rule with types
is as follows:
letrec Env1,x = (letrec x1 = t1 :: T1,...,xn = tn :: Tn in s) :: ∀X.T in t
→ letrec Env1,x = s0 :: ∀X.T,x0
1 = t0
1 :: T0
1,...,x0
n = t0
n :: T0
n in t
where the following must hold. T0
i := GenTypeW(ti,Ti) for i = 1,...,n and
W = {x1,...,xn}. The variables x0
i are fresh ones with built-in type T0
i, i.e.
the type label of the binding is changed; and the substitution δ := [x0
i/xi] has
been applied such that s0 = δ(s), t0
i := δ(ti) for i = 1,...,n. After the type
generalization, a type variable renaming has to be done for the terms in the
bindings, which can be justiﬁed, since the (global) types of amb, seq, and the
constructors are closed quantiﬁed types.
Example 5.3. We give an extended example for the quantiﬁer distribution.
letrec x = ( letrec y1 = amb (λu.u) y2; :: a → a
y2 = amb (λu0,u0) y1 :: a → a
in λz.amb (y1 z) (amb(y2 z) z)) :: ∀a.a → a
in [x True,x Nil]
Further types not shown are u,z,u0 : a, amb : (a → a) → (a → a) → a → a. We
show some intermediate steps in applying (llet-e) and the quantiﬁer-distribution:
letrec x = λz.amb (y1 z) (amb(y2 z) z)) :: ∀a.a → a
y1 = amb (λu.u) y2; :: ∀a.a → a
y2 = amb (λu0,u0) y1 :: ∀a.a → a
in [x True,x Nil]
Now the type a can be renamed in the bindings of y1,y2. This is permitted, since
the type variable a is not a free type variable of a free occurrence of a variable:
There are occurrences of amb, and the abstraction λu.u, where the type can be
renamed, either due to an instantiation from the general type of amb, or since
the u in λu.u is bound and its type can be renamed. Due to our syntax, type
renamings of variables mean also to rename the variable, but this is no problem:
letrec x = λz.amb (y1 z) (amb(y2 z) z)) :: ∀a.a → a
y1 = amb (λu.u) y2; :: ∀a0.a0 → a0
y2 = amb (λu0,u0) y1 :: ∀a00.a00 → a00
in [x True,x Nil]
E.g. the amb in the expressions for y2 has now type amb : (a00 → a00) →
(a00 → a00) → a00 → a00.
The normal-order (cp)-rules always copy to non-let positions and have to be
accompanied by a type-instantiation12 M. Schmidt-Schauß and D. Sabel and Frederik Harwath
Deﬁnition 5.4 (Type Instantiation). The (cp-in)-rule with type-
instantiation is: (letrec x = v :: T,Env in C[x :: S]) → (letrec x =
v :: T,Env in C[ρ(v) :: S]), where ρ is the type-substitution with ρ(T) = S, and
where ρ(v) means the expression v, such that the instantiation ρ is applied to all
types also of subexpressions, where perhaps variables are renamed, respectively
replaced, by variables of an instance type. The same for the (cp-e)-rule.
Example 5.5. This is an example for the (cp)-rules and their eﬀect on types. Let
concatMap be the standard Haskell function of type ∀a,b.(a → [b]) → [a] → [b],
and id be the identity function of type ∀a.a → a. Consider the expression:
letrec concatMap = λf,xs.case...,id = λx.x,... in (concatMap id)
A consistent typing of the subexpression (concatMap id) will be [[c]] → [c], where
concatMap is typed ([c] → [c]) → [[c]] → [c], and id as [c] → [c]. An application
of the reduction rule (cp) results in:
letrec concatMap = λf,xs.case...,id = λx.x,... in (λf0,xs0.case...) id
where xs0 :: [[c]] and f0 :: [c] → [c] are fresh variables. The type of the copied
body of concatMap is an instance of the type computed at the binding, namely
([c] → [c]) → [[c]] → [c], and then (lbeta) will result in
letrec concatMap = λf,xs.case...,id = λx.x,...
in letrec f0 = id in (λxs0.case...)
where id :: [c] → [c], and (λxs0.case...) is labeled with type [[c]] → [c].
Theorem 5.6. If s
no − → t and s :: S is well-typed, then t :: S0 is also well-typed,
and the type S is an instance of type S0.
Proof. (Sketch) We inspect the eﬀect of all normal-order reduction rules on the
type labeling, where the type modiﬁcation for (llet) and (cp) has to be taken into
account. It can be checked that the type as computed by nltype is not changed
by the reduction rules. We have to distinguish the cases where the redex is a
non-let-position, where the type is not changed and exactly equal to nltype, let-
positions, where the quantiﬁed type is kept, and the top position, where the type
is either kept or generalized. (llet)-rules and (cp)-rules require special attention:
For the (llet-e)-rule, we already argued that the type scope is correctly modiﬁed.
The eﬀect of the (cp)-rules is a type-instantiation of a value, which leaves the
subexpression well-typed, such that the type constraints are satisﬁed after the
application. In summary, we can show that the reduct is well-typed, and that the
top expression may have the same or a more general type after a normal-order
reduction step.
6 Typed Contextual Equality
The main advantage of the type labeling shows up in this section: the deﬁnitions
of contextual equivalence can be done in the style of untyped lambda-calculi,
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Deﬁnition 6.1. Let t be a (possibly open) well-typed LPLC-expression. A nor-
mal order reduction sequence of t is called an (normal-order) evaluation if the
last term is a WHNF.
We write t↓ (may-convergence) iﬀ there is an evaluation starting from t. Other-
wise, if there is no evaluation of t, we write t⇑. An expression t is called must-
convergent (t⇓), iﬀ t
no,∗
− − − → t0 implies t0 ↓. The negation of must-convergence is
called may-divergence and wirtten as t↑.
Deﬁnition 6.2 (Contextual Preorder and Equivalence). Let T be a type
and let s,t be well-typed expressions (with type labeling) of type T. Then the
equivalence ∼T w.r.t may- and must-convergence is deﬁned as follows:
s ≤T,↓ t iﬀ ∀C[· :: T] : C[s]↓ ⇒ C[t]↓
s ≤T,⇓ t iﬀ ∀C[· :: T] : C[s]⇓ ⇒ C[t]⇓
s ≤T t iﬀ s ≤T,↓ t ∧ s ≤T,⇓ t
s ∼T t iﬀ s ≤T t ∧ t ≤T s
It is straightforward to show that the relations ≤T,↓, ≤T,⇓, ≤T are precongru-
ences, and that the relation ∼T is a congruence.
The advantage of our formulation is that the context-lemmas for may- and must-
convergence hold, where the proof is an adaptation from [SSS08,Sab08]. Let the
extended reduction contexts RX be reduction contexts or contexts (letrec x =
(letrec y = [·],Env1 in e)sub,Env2 in e0) (after execution of the label-shift
algorithm).
Deﬁnition 6.3. For well-typed expressions s,t :: T, the relations ≤RX,T,↓ t
holds iﬀ:
1. FV(s) = FV(t) and for all x ∈ FV(s) : FTTV(s,x) = FTTV(t,x).
2. for all ρ where ρ is a (type-correct) type-instantiation and a variable-
substitution such that variables are renamed, respectively replaced, by vari-
ables of an instance type, it holds: ∀RX[· :: ρ(T)]: If ws(RX[ρ(s)]) then
(RX[ρ(s)] ↓ =⇒ RX[ρ(t)] ↓))
3. for all δ where δ replaces variables with fresh variables where the built-in
type of the variables may be generalized, and δ may rename type-variables,it
holds: ∀RX[· :: δ(T)]: If ws(RX[δ(s)]) then (RX[δ(s)] ↓ =⇒ RX[δ(t)] ↓))
The relations ≤RX,T,↑, ≤RX,T,⇓ are deﬁned accordingly where ↓ is replaced by ↑
or by ⇓.
Note that condition (1) implies that ws(C[s]) ⇐⇒ ws(C[t]) for all C[. :: T].
For the proofs that show the following context lemma, see Appendix A.
Lemma 6.4 (Context Lemma). The following holds (see appendix A):
≤RX,T,↓ ⊆ ≤T,↓ and
≤RX,T,↓ ∩ ≤RX,T,⇓ ⊆ ≤T.14 M. Schmidt-Schauß and D. Sabel and Frederik Harwath
6.1 Relation to the Call-by-Need Amb-Calculus
In this section we explain the relation of the contextual equivalence of our typed
calculus to the calculus Λlet
amb (see [Sab08]).
Using the methods in [SSNSS08] on translations, we are able to show that all
untyped equivalences, under some well-scoping restrictions, are also typed equiv-
alences. First we repeat the notions in [SSNSS08], which are concerned with
translations enc from one calculus into another. A translation enc is composi-
tional iﬀ enc(C[e]) = enc(C)[enc(e)] for all C[· :: T] and e :: T. The translation
enc is convergence equivalent, iﬀ (enc(e)↓ ⇐⇒ e↓) ∧ (enc(e)⇓ ⇐⇒ e⇓) for
all e. A translation enc is adequate iﬀ enc(e1) ≤enc(T) enc(e2) =⇒ e1 ≤T e2
for all e1,e2 of type T. A translation enc is fully abstract iﬀ enc(e1) ≤enc(T)
enc(e2) ⇐⇒ e1 ≤T e2 for all e1,e2 of type T. The results in [SSNSS08]
show that compositionality and convergence equivalence imply adequacy. Let
LPLC
untyped be the language as above, but without types: The only weakly
typed construct is case. The normal-order reduction is as in ﬁgure 4. We de-
ﬁne the following two translations η and δ: LPLC
η
− → LPLC
untyped δ − → Λlet
amb, which
are the identity on expressions. Note that the normal-order reductions in LPLC
and LPLC
untyped are identical, however, the normal-order reductions in Λlet
amb are
diﬀerent.
Lemma 6.5. (see appendix B) The translation δ and its inverse are composi-
tional and convergence equivalent, and hence the translation δ is fully abstract.
Lemma 6.6. The translation η is compositional and convergence equivalent.
Proof. Compositionality is obvious. For a typed LPLC-term t, the normal-order
reductions are exactly the same as the untyped normal-order reductions of the
untyped expression η(t) and also the weak head normal forms are the same.
Hence, η is convergence equivalent.
Corollary 6.7. The translation η is adequate, but not fully abstract.
Proof. Adequacy follows from general results in [SSNSS08]. The translation
is not fully abstract, since the program transformation (caseIdB) is correct
in LPLC (see Proposition 7.3), but cannot be correct in LPLC
untyped, since
(caseBool Nil of True->True;False->False)⇑, and thus is clearly not equiv-
alent to Nil.
This corollary now permits to transfer all equivalences from the untyped lan-
guage Λlet
amb to the typed language LPLC. The following theorem states this result
for a selection of the program transformations shown correct in [Sab08].
Theorem 6.8. Let s ≈ t be a deterministic reduction rule, i.e. a rule shown
in ﬁgure 4 (ignoring the labels) but not (amb-l) and (amb-r), or a program
transformation in ﬁgure 5. Let D be a context such that D[s],D[t] are well-typed
and condition (1) of Deﬁnition 6.3 holds for D[s],D[t]. Then D[s] → D[t] is a
correct program transformation.Contextual Equivalence, Letrec and Parametric Polymorphic Typing 15
Note that the condition (1) of Deﬁnition 6.3 is only necessary for the
rules/transformations (case), (seq), (gc), and (ucp), since the occurrences of
free variables might be modiﬁed.
(gc) (letrec x1 = s1,...,xn = sn in t) → t if no xi does occur free in t
(gc) (letrec x1 = s1,...,xn = sn,y1 = t1,...,ym = tm in t)
→ (letrec y1 = t1,...,ym = tm in t)
if no xi does occur free in t nor in any tj
(ucp) (letrec x = s,Env in S[x]) → (letrec Env in S[s])
if S is a surface context
1 and x does not occur in s,S and Env.
(ucp) (letrec x = s,y = S[x],Env in t) → (letrec y = S[s],Env in t)
if S is a surface context and x does not occur in s,S,Env and t.
(ucp) (letrec x = s in S[x]) → S[s]
if S is a surface context and x does not occur in s and S.
(ambid) amb v v → v if v is a value
(ambcom) amb s t → amb t s
(ambassoc) amb v1 (amb v2 v3) → amb (amb v1 v2) v3 if v1, v2, v3 are closed values
(ambomega) amb s Ω → s if Ω is a closed and must-divergent
Fig.5. Further program transformations
7 A Type-Dependent Program Transformation
Example 7.1. The following two functions and1, and2 are wrong in the untyped
calculus, but are contextually equivalent in the polymorphically typed calculus.
and1 = \ x y -> case_Bool x of True -> y; False -> False
and2 = \ x y -> case_Bool x of
True -> (case_Bool y of True -> True, False -> False);
False -> False
In an untyped calculus, the expressions and1 and and2 are diﬀerent, since
and1 True [] reduces to [], whereas and2 True [] is not convergent.
In the typed calculus, where we insist on the typing
and1:: Bool -> Bool -> Bool, the equality holds, which can be derived
from the correctness of the transformation (caseIdB) shown below.
We will show that the following transformation is correct:
(caseIdB) caseBool s of (True->True) (False->False) → (s :: Bool).
This rule is the heart also of other type-dependent transformations and could
also be generalized to other data types. Note that condition (1) of Deﬁnition 6.316 M. Schmidt-Schauß and D. Sabel and Frederik Harwath
holds for (caseIdB). A complete set of forking diagrams, i.e. overlappings of a
normal-order reduction with a (caseIdB)-transformation within a surface-context
are as follows:
·
S,caseIdB//
no 
·
no 
 ·
S,caseIdB//
no,lcase 
· ·
no,case

S,caseIdB
ss ·
S,caseIdB
// _ _ _ _ · ·
S,caseIdB
88 q q q q ·
A complete set of commuting diagrams, i.e. overlappings of a normal-order re-
duction with a (caseIdB)-transformation within a surface-context is as follows.
·
S,caseIdB//
no 
 ·
no 
·
S,caseIdB//
no,lcase 
 · ·
no,case


S,caseIdB
ss ·
S,caseIdB
// _ _ _ _ · ·
S,caseIdB
88 q q q q ·
Lemma 7.2. Let C[t]
caseIdB − − − − − → C[t0]. If t is a WHNF, then t0 is a WHNF, and
if t0 is a WHNF and t0 is not a WHNF, then t
no − → t00, where t00 is a WHNF.
Proof. The only nontrivial case is that C[case t of alts]
caseIdB − − − − − → C[t], and C[t]
is a WHNF. Due to typing t ∈ {True,False}, and C is a reduction context. In
this case,
caseIdB − − − − − → is the same as a
no,case
− − − − − →-reduction.
Proposition 7.3. If t :: T
caseIdB − − − − − → t0 :: T, then t ∼T t0.
Proof. This follows from the context lemmas 6.4 and from the diagrams by
induction on the length of a normal-order reduction, where for the commuting
diagrams one has to observe that
lcase − − − → cannot be applied inﬁnitely often. The
part for must-convergence is done using the same methods as in [SSS07a]. u t
Note that some theorems valid in the untyped calculus [Sab08,SSS07a] require
more arguments for showing them also in the typed calculus, like s ∼ t ⇐⇒
∀C : C[s]⇓ ⇔ C[t]⇓, since the set of contexts is diﬀerent in both calculi.
Example 7.4. Consider the following functions that are a part of modelling se-
quential circuits, borrowed from [SSS07b]. We assume that there are deﬁned
(logical) functions like not, parallel-or, and parallel-and.
not2=λb.case b of (True->False) (False->True)
not =λxs.(map not2 xs)
In the typed version, we assume that not2 :: Bool → Bool, and not :: [Bool] →
[Bool]. We are sure that the equation not . not ∼[Bool]→[Bool] id holds and can
1 (surface-context: the hole is not in an abstraction; see [SSS08,Sab08] for more infor-
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be proved, using a co-inductive argument. However, the equation is incorrect in
the untyped calculus, since e.g. it is false for an untyped input argument, say
True, which is not a list.
8 Discussing Extensions
Type classes could be added to our type system by using so-called order-sorted
(meta-) typing of the type-variables, where this meta-typing are the type classes.
A further adaptation is that the quantiﬁers may be restricted to type classes
and that type-substitutions have to respect the type-class structure. For the
full accommodation of Haskell’s dictionary, there is a built-in data structure
necessary that does not inﬂuence the treatment of behavioral equivalence since
the dictionary is visible, perhaps as binding in a letrec (see also [NS91].
Another possibility is to use the translation in [WB89] of Haskell’s type classes
into a polymorphically typed language and to deﬁne the equivalence w.r.t. the
translated language.
However, it appears to be not possible to have the type classes with subclasses,
instances and type-dependent deﬁnitions of the functions that are the methods
of the type classes, and in addition a polymorphic use of the methods, since this
would require a run-time decision depending on the types.
The implementation of type classes using dictionaries as in Haskell enforces a
so-called monomorphism restriction. An example from the manual is as follows:
genericLength :: Num a => [b] -> a
let { len = genericLength xs } in (len, len)
The Haskell type checker produces the type
(\xs -> let { len = genericLength xs } in (len, len))
:: (Num i) => [b] -> (i, i)
due to the monomorphism restriction. The reason is the avoidance of potential
double evaluation, which may be introduced by the type class transformation
as follows: A more general type is (Num i, Num j) => [b] -> (i, j), which
would result in the following translation by using F2-polymorphism, where t is
the type (dictionary) parameter.
f xs x y = let { len = \t ->genericLength xs t } in (len x, len y)
An evaluation would copy the abstraction and hence evaluate the length twice.
The reason is that an application is turned into an abstraction and hence
made copyable by the translation. The translation as proposed above using the
subclass-ordering would not allow this copying, and hence is safe. If this exten-
sion is done without care, then adding non-determinism to Haskell would lead
to severe conﬂicts due to compiler-induced destruction of sharing.18 M. Schmidt-Schauß and D. Sabel and Frederik Harwath
It appears possible to extend the typing by so-called existential types. Techni-
cally, in data terms, i.e. constructor expressions, we have to permit local type
variables that can be seen as existentially quantiﬁed. We leave a detailed con-
struction and analysis of this extension for further research.
9 Discussion of Design Decisions of the Label-Type
System
This section is intended to discuss and justify some decisions that we made in
designing the labeled type system. The polymorphic type system for the language
LPLC should be close to Haskell, and the types of constructors, the data types
the letrec syntax match this condition.
Issues, which were unclear and had to be resolved:
1. Why type labels at subexpressions?
2. Should we permit that diﬀerent occurrences of the same let-bound variable
are diﬀerently typed?
3. Should we permit type-quantiﬁers only at let-positions or everywhere?
4. What is the impact of permitting type instances of the “true type” instead
of the type itself?
(1): One of the problems is that a type derivation system which only
answers: “yes, the expression is typeable with type ....”, does not really
help for a safe application of program transformations, since the types
of subexpressions are left open. E.g. the transformation C[(caseBool (s ::
Bool) of True->True;False->False)] −→ C[(s :: Bool)] makes only sense,
if after the application, i.e. in the expression C[(s :: Bool)] the type derivation
system does not assign another type to s. Usually, this is not prevented by type
systems, and so it may be a hard task (perhaps impossible in general) to prove
for typed system that the typed program transformations are really safe.
(2),(3) The ﬁrst version of the labeled type system had the property that vari-
ables and all their occurrences are only allowed with one type. This is only useful,
if also type quantiﬁers are allowed everywhere. However, it soon became clear
that the longer reduction sequences had a tendency to destroy the type. For ex-
ample, the (lbeta)-reduction required several precautions and a manipulation of
all the types in the body of the applied abstraction. (This is also in the current
version as instantiation after (cp)). A further problem was that the generaliza-
tion of types after the llet-e-reductions, as it is also done in the current system,
was insuﬃcient: the more general type of variables had to be inherited to all
their positions in subexpressions, and moreover, the impact of the type gener-
alization to the subexpressions that contain the variable had to be computed.
This, however, is close to using the type-checker for the whole expression.
The third author implemented this type system [Har08], which worked perfectly
for most expressions, however produced several counterexamples to our (previ-
ous) simplistic assumptions.Contextual Equivalence, Letrec and Parametric Polymorphic Typing 19
In the current system, this global type update is prevented by the possibility to
allow type labels that are instances of the “true type”. It is interesting to note
that the true type is not necessary for the evaluation.
10 Conclusion
We have developed a type-labeling of expressions in a polymorphically typed λ-
calculus with letrec and amb that demonstrates how to integrate polymorphic
typing and contextual equivalence in a non-deterministic lambda-calculus with
letrec. We are convinced that the methods can be applied to larger classes of
extensions of lambda-calculi by polymorphic type systems. We conjecture that
an extension to Haskell’s type classes ([WB89]) and other type extensions is
possible.
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A Context Lemmas
For an expression s let CON(s) be the set of all reduction sequences for s ending
in a WHNF, and let DIV(s) be the set of all reduction sequences for s ending in a
must-divergent expression. For a reduction sequence RED the function rl(RED)
computes the length of the reduction sequence RED.
The contexts RX can be deﬁned syntactically with the following grammar:
R− ::= [·] | (R− s) | (amb R− s) | (amb R− s) | (seq R− s) | (case R− alts)
RX ::= (letrec Env in R−)
| (letrec Env,y0 = R−,y1 = R
−
1 [y0],...,ym = R−
m[ym−1] in R
−
m+1[ym])
where R
−
i 6= [·]
| (letrec Env, y0 = (letrec y = [·],Env2in s),
y1 = R
−
1 [y0],...,ym = R−
m[ym−1]
in R
−
m+1[ym])
where R
−
i 6= [·]
Note that the contexts RX are either reduction contexts or contexts of the form
(letrec x = ((letrec y = [·],Env1 in e)sub,Env2 in e0) after running the
label shift. We require the notion of multicontexts, i.e. terms with several (or no)
typed holes ·i :: Ti, where every hole occurs exactly once in the term. We write
a multicontext as C[·1 :: T1,...,·n :: Tn], and if the terms si :: Ti for i = 1,...,n
are placed into the holes ·i, then we denote the resulting term as C[s1,...,sn].
Lemma A.1. Let C be a multicontext with n holes. Then the following holds:
If there are terms si :: Ti with i ∈ {1,...,n} such that C[s1,...,si−1,·i ::
Ti,si+1,...,sn] is an RX-context, then there exists a hole ·j, such that for all
terms t1 :: T1,...,tn :: Tn C[t1,...,tj−1,·j :: Tj,tj+1,...,tn] is an RX-context.
Proof. We assume there is a multicontext C with n holes and there are terms
s1,...,sn with RX
i ≡ C[s1,...,si−1,·i :: Ti,si+1,...,sn] being an RX-context.
We distinguish two cases:
– RX
i is a reduction context. Then there is an execution of the labeling al-
gorithm starting with C[s1,...,si−1,·i :: Ti,si+1,...,sn] where the hole is
labeled with top, sub, or vis. We ﬁx this execution and apply the same steps
to C[·1 :: T1,...,·n :: Tn] and stop when we arrive at a hole. Either the
execution stops at hole ·i or earlier at some hole ·j. Since the unwinding
algorithm then labels the hole with top, sub, or vis, the claim follows.
– RX
i is of the form letrec x = (letrec y = [·i].Env2 in t)sub,Env in t,
then the context letrec x = [·],Env in t, is a reduction context. Let
C0 be the context corresponding to C where the subterm (letrec y =
[·i].Env2 in t) (perhaps including some other context holes) is replaced by
a new context hole. Then the labeling algorithm applied to C0 either la-
bels the new hole, or some other hole ·j. If it stops at the new hole, then
C[t1,...,ti−1,·i,ti+1,...,tn] is an RX-context for all terms t1,...,tn. If an
earlier hole ·j is labeled, then C[t1,...,tj−1,·j,tj+1,...,tn] is a reduction
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Lemma A.2. Let s,t : T be well-typed expressions, such that FV(s) = FV(t)
and for all x ∈ FV(s) : FTTV(s,x) = FTTV(t,x). Then ∀C : ws(C[s]) ⇐⇒
ws(C[t])
Proof. We only show ∀C : ws(C[s]) =⇒ ws(C[t]), since the other direction is
symmetric.
Assume the claim is false, i.e. there exists a context C such that ws(C[s]) holds,
but C[t] is not well-scoped. Then there is a subterm t0 of C[t] of type ∀X.T 0 with
X ∩ FTFV(t0) = {a1,...,an} 6= ∅. The subterm t0 must be a proper superterm
of t in C[t], since t is well-scoped, i.e. C[t] = C1[C2[t]] where t0 = C2[t] and
C1[· : ∀X.T]. Furthermore, {a1,...,an} must also be a subset of FTFV(t), since
otherwise C[s] cannot be well-scoped and there must exist a free variable x ∈
FV(t)∩FV(t0) with FTTV(t,x)∩{a1,...,an} = X 6= ∅. From the precondition
we have that FTTV(s,x)∩{a1,...,an} = FTTV(t,x)∩{a1,...,an} = X. Now
x must be a free variable of C2[s], and thus C1[C2[s]] cannot be well-scoped.
Hence we have a contradiction.
Lemma A.3. Let n ≥ 0 such that for i = 1,...,n let si,ti : Ti be well-
typed expressions, such that for all i: FV(si) = FV(ti) and for all x ∈
FV(si) : FTTV(si,x)) = FTTV(ti,x). Then ∀C[·1 :: T1,... : ·n :: Tn] :
ws(C[s1,...,sn]) ⇐⇒ ws(C[t1,...,tn]).
Proof. We use induction on the number of holes n. If n = 0 then the claim ob-
viously holds. For the induction step, let us assume that the precondition holds,
and that C[s1,...,sn] is well-scoped. Lemma A.2 implies ws(C[t1,s2,...,sn]).
Applying the induction hypothesis to the multicontext C0 = C[t1,·2,...,·n]
shows the claim.
Lemma A.4. Let s ≤RX,T,↓ t (s ≤RX,T,↑ t, resp.).
– For every instantiation ρ according to Deﬁnition 5.4, it holds ρ(s) ≤RX,T,↓
ρ(t) (ρ(s) ≤RX,T,↑ ρ(t), resp.).
– For every substitution δ to Deﬁnition 5.2, it holds δ(s) ≤RX,T,↓ δ(t)
(δ(s) ≤RX,T,↑ δ(t), resp.).
Proof. It is easy to verify that the ﬁrst two conditions of Deﬁnition 6.3 also
hold for ρ(s),ρ(t) and δ(s),δ(t), since identical types are identically renamed or
substituted and since the free type variables of free variables as well as the free
variables of s and t are identical by the second property of Deﬁnition 6.3. Now,
the remaining parts follow from the Deﬁnition of ≤RX,T,↓ (≤RX,T,↑, resp.)
Lemma A.5 (Context Lemma for May-Convergence). ≤RX,T,↓ ⊆ ≤T,↓.
Proof. We prove a more general claim:
For all n ≥ 0 and for all multicontexts C[·1 :: T1,...,·n :: Tn] and for all well-
typed expressions s1 :: T1,...,sn :: Tn and t1 :: T1,...,tn :: Tn:
If for all i = 1,...,n: si ≤RX,T,↓ ti, then ws(C[s1,...,sn]) implies
ws(C[t1,...,tn] and C[s1,...,sn]↓⇒ C[t1,...,tn]↓.
The proof is by induction, where n, C[·1 :: T1,...,·n :: Tn], si :: Ti,ti :: Ti for
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– l is the length of the shortest reduction sequence in CON(C[s1,...,sn]).
– n is the number of holes in C.
We assume that the pairs are ordered lexicographically, thus this measure is
well-founded. The claim holds for n = 0, i.e., all pairs (l,0), since if C has no
holes there is nothing to show.
Now let (l,n) > (0,0). For the induction step we assume that the claim
holds for all n0, C0, s0
i,t0
i, i = 1,...,n0 with (l0,n0) < (l,n). Let us assume
that the precondition holds, i.e., that ∀i : si ≤RX,T,↓ ti. Let C be a multi-
context with ws(C[s1,...,sn]) and RED be a shortest reduction sequence in
CON(C[s1,...,sn]) with rl(RED) = l. Lemma A.3 implies ws(C[t1,...,tn]).
For proving C[t1,...,tn]↓, we distinguish two cases:
– There is some index j, such that C[s1,...,sj−1,·j :: Tj,sj+1,...,sn]
is an RX-context. Lemma A.1 implies that there is a hole
·i such that R1 ≡ C[s1,...,si−1,·i :: Ti,si+1,...,sn] and
R2 ≡ C[t1,...,ti−1,·i :: Ti,ti+1,...,tn] are both RX-contexts. Let
C1 ≡ C[·1 :: T1,...,·i−1 :: Ti−1,si,·i+1 :: Ti+1,...,·n :: Tn].
From C[s1,...,sn] ≡ C1[s1,...,si−1,si+1,...,sn] we have RED ∈
CON(C1[s1,...,si−1,si+1,...,sn]). Since C1 has n − 1 holes, we can use
the induction hypothesis and derive C1[t1,...,ti−1,ti+1,...,tn] ↓, i.e.
C[t1,...,ti−1,si,ti+1,...,tn]↓. This implies R2[si]↓. Using the precondition
we derive R2[ti]↓, i.e. C[t1,...,tn]↓.
– There is no index j, such that C[s1,...,sj−1,·j :: Tj,sj+1,...,sn] is an
RX-context. If l = 0, then C[s1,...,sn] is a WHNF and since no hole is
in a reduction context, C[t1,...,tn] is also a WHNF, hence C[t1,...,tn]↓.
If l > 0, then the ﬁrst normal order reduction of RED can also be used
for C[t1,...,tn], i.e, the position of the redex and the inner redex are the
same. This normal order reduction can modify the context C, the number
of occurrences of the terms si, the positions of the terms si, and si may be
modiﬁed by a quantiﬁer distribution due to a (llet-e)-reduction, or by a type
instantiation due to a (cp)-reduction.
We now argue that the elimination, duplication or variable permutation
for every si can also be applied to ti. More formally, we will show if
C[s1,...,sn]
no,a
− − − → C0[s0
1,...,s0
m], then C[t1,...,tn]
no,a
− − − → C0[t0
1,...,t0
m],
such that s0
i ≤T 0,↓,RX t0
i. We go through the cases of which normal order
reduction is applied to C[s1,...,sn] to ﬁgure out how the terms si (and ti)
are modiﬁed by the reduction step, where we only mention the interesting
cases.
• If the position of ·i is in an alternative of case, which is discarded by
a (case)-reduction, or the position of ·i is in the argument of a seq- or
amb-expression that is discarded by a (seq)- or (amb)-reduction, then si
and ti are both eliminated.
• If the normal order reduction is a (llet-e)-reduction, then si cannot be
the right hand side of letrec-binding which is generalized by the quan-
tiﬁer distribution, since then replacing si by the hole would result in an
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substitution δ according to Deﬁnition 5.2 is applied to si resulting in s0
i.
W.l.o.g. we can assume that the same substitution is applied to ti result-
ing in t0
i. Lemma A.4 and the precondition imply that s0
i ≤δ(T),↓,RX t0
i
must hold.
• If the normal order reduction is not a (cp)-reduction that copies a su-
perterm of si or ti, and si and ti are not eliminated nor aﬀected by a
type generalization as mentioned in the previous items, then si and ti
can only change their respective position.
• If the normal order reduction is a (cp)-reduction that copies a superterm
of si or ti, then renamed copies ρs,i(si) and ρt,i(ti) of si and ti will
occur, where ρs,i, ρt,i are type-substitutions according to Deﬁnition 5.4.
W.l.o.g. for all i: ρs,i = ρt,i. Lemma A.4 and the precondition show
ρs,i(si) ≤ρs,i(T),↓,RX ρs,i(ti).
Now we can use the induction hypothesis: Since C0[s0
1,...,s0
m] has a ter-
minating sequence of normal order reductions of length l − 1 we also
have C0[t0
1,...,t0
m] ↓. With C[t1,...,tn]
no,a
− − − → C0[t0
1,...,t0
m] we have
C[t1,...,tn]↓.
Lemma A.6 (Context Lemma). ≤RX,T,↓ ∩ ≤RX,T,⇓ ⊆ ≤T.
Proof. Due to Lemma A.5 it is suﬃcient to show ≤RX,T,↓ ∩ ≤RX,T,⇓⊆≤T,⇓.
We prove a more general claim using multicontexts and using the preorder on
may-divegerence which is the contrapositive of the ≤RX,T,⇓: For all n ≥ 0 and for
all multicontexts C with n holes and for all expressions s1,...,sn and t1,...,tn
holds: If ti ≤RX,T,↑ si∧si ≤RX,T,↓ ti then ws(C[t1,...,tn]) implies C[t1,...,tn]↑
=⇒ C[s1,...,sn]↑.
The proof is by induction where n,C,si,ti for i = 1,...n are given. The induction
is on the measure (l,n), where
– l is the length of a shortest reduction sequence in DIV(C[t1,...,tn]).
– n is the number of holes in C.
The induction is analogous to the proof of Lemma A.5. The precondition for
may-convergence is necessary for the subcase that C has no holes in a reduction
context and C[t1,...,tn]⇑.
B Deriving Equivalences from the Untyped Calculus
The encoding δ from LPLC
untyped into Λlet
amb [Sab08] is the identity translation,
since the syntax of both calculi is identical. The translation δ is obviously compo-
sitional, but not obviously convergence equivalent, since the standard reductions
are diﬀerent.
Lemma B.1. If s is a WHNF for LPLC
untyped, then s is a WHNF for Λlet
amb. If
s is a WHNF for Λlet
amb, then s
no,∗
− − − → t in LPLC
untyped where t is a WHNF for
LPLC
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Proof. The diﬀerence between WHNFs in both calculi is that in Λlet
amb expressions
of the form (letrec Env,x1 = (c s1 ...sn),x2 = x1,...,xm = xm−1 in xm) are
also WHNFs. Those expressions can be reduced to a WHNF in LPLC
untyped
by ﬁrst copying the variables into the in-expression, then using (no,abs) and
(no,llet) and ﬁnally copying the cv-expression.
Proposition B.2. For all expressions s in LPLC
untyped:
– If s↓LPLC
untyped then s↓Λlet
amb.
– If s⇓Λlet
amb then s⇓LPLC
untyped.
Proof. This follows from the standardization theorem in [Sab08], since all reduc-
tion rules of LPLC
untyped are either correct program transformations or (ambs)-
transformations for Λlet
amb.
Lemma B.3. Let s
no − → t in Λlet
amb. Then s
no,+
− − − → t in LPLC
untyped.
Proof. For (lbeta), (cp), (amb-c), (seq-c), (llet-e), (lamb), (lseq), (lcase), and
(lapp) the reduction is either identical or a variable-to-variable chain must be
shortened in LPLC
untyped. An example is (letrec x = (λy.s) t,y = x,z =
y in z). In Λlet
amb the normal order reduction is an (lbeta)-reduction resulting
in (letrec x = (letrec y = t in s),y = x,z = y in z). In LPLC
untyped two
(cp)-reductions must be performed, before (lbeta)-is applicable, i.e.
(letrec x = (λy.s) t,y = x,z = y in z)
no,cp
− − − → (letrec x = (λy.s) t,y = x,z = y in y)
no,cp
− − − → (letrec x = (λy.s) t,y = x,z = y in x)
no,lbeta
− − − − − → (letrec x = (letrec y = t in s),y = x,z = y in z)
For (llet-in) the reductions are always identical. Thus for a ∈
{(lbeta),(amb-c),(seq-c),(llet),(lamb),(lseq),(lcase),(lapp)} we have: If
s
no,a
− − − → t in Λlet
amb, then s
no,cp,∗
− − − − →
no,a
− − − → t in LPLC
untyped.
Now we consider the other reductions, i.e. (seq-in), (seq-e), (amb-in), (amb-e),
(case-in), and (case-e): Then again ﬁrst a variable-to-variable perhaps must be
shortened. If the value used by the reduction is a constructor application then
an (abs)-reduction followed by a (llet-e) and a (cp)-reduction is necessary to
copy the value into target position. If the value is an abstraction, then a (cp)-
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a (seq), (amb) or (case) reduction is performed. An example is:
letrec x = c t1 ... tn,y = x,z = y
in case z ...(c p1 ...pn ->r)...
no,case-in
− − − − − − → letrec x = c w1 ... wn,w1 = t1,...,wn = tn,y = x,z = y
in (letrec pi = wi in r)
no,cp,∗
− − − − → letrec x = c t1 ... tn,y = x,z = y
in case x ...(c p1 ...pn ->r)...
no,abs
− − − − → letrec x = (letrec w1 = t1,...,wn = tn in c w1 ... wn),y = x,z = y
in case x ...(c p1 ...pn ->r)...
no,llet
− − − − → letrec x = c w1 ... wn,w1 = t1,...,wn = tn,y = x,z = y
in case x ...(c p1 ...pn ->r)...
no,cp
− − − → letrec x = c w1 ... wn,w1 = t1,...,wn = tn,y = x,z = y
in case (c w1 ... wn) ...(c p1 ...pn ->r)...
no,case
− − − − → letrec x = c w1 ... wn,w1 = t1,...,wn = tn,y = x,z = y
in (letrec pi = wi in r)
Thus for a ∈ {seq,amb,case}: If s
no,a-in
− − − − → t or s
no,a-e
− − − − → t in Λlet
amb, then
s
no,cp,∗
− − − − →
no,abs,0∨1
− − − − − − − →
no,llet,0∨1
− − − − − − − →
no,cp
− − − →
no,a
− − − → t in LPLC
untyped. (Note that we refer
to the names of the reductions as in Λlet
amb [Sab08]).
Proposition B.4. If s↓Λlet
amb, then s↓LPLC
untyped. If s⇓LPLC
untyped, then s⇓Λlet
amb
Proof. The part for may-convergence follows by the previous lemma and
Lemma B.1. The part for must-convergence can be shown using may-divergence,
i.e. it is suﬃcient to show s ↑Λlet
amb =⇒ s ↑LPLC
untyped. This follows by induc-
tion where the induction step follows by the previous lemma. For the base
case holds if s⇑Λlet
amb =⇒ s⇑LPLC
untyped, since the implication is equivalent to
s↓LPLC
untyped =⇒ s↓Λlet
amb which is proved in Proposition B.2.
Theorem B.5. The identity translations between LPLC
untyped and Λlet
amb are
fully-abstract.
Corollary B.6. All correct program transformations shown for Λlet
amb in [Sab08]
are correct in LPLC
untyped.